Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: Stopping the referendum and relying on dialogue is
our choice, we hope that the action of the next three days will have
results that will drive away danger from everyone

Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, during Dewan of Baghdad for
Media Elites Saturday 16/9/2017, explained options and priorities of the Kurdistan region
referendum by stating \"our choice is to stop the referendum and rely on dialogue, we hope
that the political action in the upcoming seventy-two hours will have results that will
drive away danger from everyone,\" noted that dialogue is inevitable provided that to make a
serious, deep and comprehensive and follows the Constitution clauses, with the condition of
taking the whole Constitution without selectivity, because it was written to cover the
interests of everyone.

\r\n

His eminence pointed out that there are initiatives that may be a way out of the crisis,

called for handling with each phase considering its own conditions and facts without
scotching these phases, praised the government\'s calm position in public, and serious and
deep position behind the scenes in finding a solution that guarantees the rights of everyone
in a way that reassures everyone and preserves their rights, indicated that any democratic
practice must be prescribed by an act and implemented by the Independent High Electoral
Commission.

\r\n

Regarding political facts, his eminence stated, \"There is a difference between the
political majority and the national majority. The first is not clear on who is forming the
government, while the national majority is clear, seeking a majority of components that are
present and influential in its electoral street. His eminence pointed out that not accepting
-the national majority means the survival of the undesirable quotas, indicated that the Al
Hikma National Movement seeks to represent the Iraqi components in the general conference,
then make preparations for the national blocs to reach forming a national majority
government, noted that the Al-Hikma National Movement seeks to empower young people, change
current figures and provide service programs for the Iraqi citizen.
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